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We keep to the notation of the preceding note.1 Since mo is reductive, there
will be no essential loss of generality from the point of view of irreducible unitary
representations of Mo if we assume that mo is semisimple. Then ma n f0 is a maxi-
mal compact subalgebra of MO, and bfo is a Cartan subalgebra of mo. Moreover,
mo = mo n to + mo n po. Our problem of constructing irreducible unitary repre-
sentations of Mo is therefore the same as that for G, under the additional assumption
that a maximal abelian subalgebra of f0 is also maximal abelian in go. Hence we
shall now assume that to c to. Let C be the field of complex numbers and g the
complexification of go. We denote by f, f, and p the subspaces of g spanned
over C by fo, fo, and po, respectively. For any root a of g (with respect to )), choose
an element Xa $ 0 in g such that [H, Xa] = a(H)Xa (H e f). Then Xa is
unique apart from a factQr in C, and it lies either in f or in p. We call a a compact
root if Xa e f. Either a and - a are both compact, or they are both noncompact.
Let e3 be the universal enveloping algebra of g and I the subalgebra of 58 gener-
ated by (1, f). Let ir be a representation of e on a vector space V. We shall
say that ir has an extreme vector if there exists an element F6$ 0 in V and a linear
function A on 1 such that the following conditions hold:
1. For every root a at least one of the two vectors 7r(Xa)j, 7r(X-a)P is zero.
2. 7r(H) = A(H)*t for all H e f, and dim ¢r(X)* is finite.
Vt is then called an extreme vector belonging to the weight A. Now, if t is an
extreme vector, it is possible to define a lexicographic order (with respect to a suit-
able base on (- 1)'Itbo over R) in the space of all linear functions on b which take
real values on (- 1)l/2fo, such that2 r(Xa) = 0 for every root a > 0. From now
on we shall keep this order fixed and say that an extreme vector y6 is positive if
r(Xa) VI= 0 for all a > 0. Put Ha = [Xa, X-a] and ea = 1 or -1 according as a
is compact or not. Then it is possible to select Xa in such a way that a(Ha) = 2
and (_ 1)1/2 (Xa + eaX-a), (Xa - ea-a) are both in g0 for every root a. Let
Cal ..., ar be all the positive compact roots. We say that a root ,B is totally positive
if every root of the form f3 + mlal + ... + m7,ar (where ml, ..., m, are integers) is
positive. Clearly, if ,3 is totally positive, it is positive and noncompact. Let Q be
the set of all totally positive roots and Q' the remaining set of positive roots.
THEOREM 1. Let 7r be an irreducible representation of e3 on V with a positive ex-
treme vector 7 belonging to the weight A. Then, if a e Q', Xa, = A(Ha) is a nonnegative
integer and 7r(X-aea + 1) t# = 0. Moreover, if Q is empty, dim V is finite.
Conversely, suppose that we are given a linear function A on b such that A(Ha)
is a nonnegative integer for every ac e Q'. Then it can be shown that there exists
an irreducible representation 7r of e3 on a vector space V with a positive extreme vec-
tor V,6 belonging to the weight A, and ir is unique up to equivalence. Furthermore,
assuming that G is simply connected, we can find an irreducible quasisimple3 rep-
resentation a of G on a Hilbert space and an element 0 e which is well behaved1
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under a such that the representation of e3 defined on t0 = a(d3)t is equivalent to
7r under the mapping a(b)c +-+ 7r(b); (b e V3). In order that xrbe infinitesimally
tinitary,4 it is niecessary that A(Hq) be real and <0 for all positive noncompact
roots ,B.
If o is simple, only the two following cases are possible:
1. There are no totally positive roots.
2. Every positive noncompact root is totally positive.
The second case can occur only if the center of to is # I 01. Moreover, if go is niot
compact, the representation r of Theorem 1 can never be infinitesimally unitary un-
less we are in case 2. So now let us assume that go is not compact and we are in
case 2. Then we can select a fundamental system of positive roots ao, ai, ..., a,
such that ao is noncompact, while ai (1 < i < 1) are compact. A linear function A
onI l fulfils the condition of Theorem 1 if and only if A(Hai) (I < i < 1) are non-
negative integers. We denote by 7rA the corresponding representation of Q3.
We have seen that 7rA cannot be infinitesimally unitary unless A(Ha,) is real and
<0. On the other hand, it can be shown that, if Xi (1 < i < 1) are given nonnega-
tive integers, there exists a real number Xo < 0 such that 7rA is infinitesimally unitary
whenever A(Hai) = Xi (1 < i < 1) and A(HaO) < Xo.
Let us now suppose that G (which is again semisimple) has a faithful finite-
dimensional representation.5 Then there exists a complex analytic group Gc with
the Lie algebra g, which contains G as the (real) analytic subgroup corresponding to
go. Let n = E CXa, and let Ac and Nc be the complex analytic subgroups of G,
a> 0
corresponding to b and i, respectively. Then G,0 = GAcNc is an open connected
subset, and therefore a complex submanifold, of G,. Let t be a complex analytic
character of A,. We consider the space St of all holomorphic functions 4 on G,°
such that b(xan) = O(x)t(a) (x E G,0, a E Ac, n e Nc), and
11,112 = fG4,(X) 2dx < o.
(Here dx is the Haar measure of G.) It is not difficult to see6 that S is complete
with respect to the above norm, and so it is a Hilbert space. If t {o}, we can
define a unitary representation irt of G on it by the rule (7r(X) +)(y) = q6 (x-ly)
(x e G, y E G,0). It can be proved that this representation is irreducible and square-
integrable.7 Now assume again that G is simple and not compact. Then 1t =
I0 } unless we are in case 2. So now let us suppose that we are in case 2. Given
two complex analytic characters t and (' of Ac, we shall say that {' < t if i'(exp Haj)
= t(exp Hai) (1 < i < 1) and 1t' (exp Ha0)| < 1(exp Haj) . Again t =
Io}, unless (exp Hai) 1 (1 < i < 1). On the other hand, if 0o is any (com-
plex anialytic) character of A, such that o (exp Haji) > 1 (1 < i < 1), we can
finid a character 4j < {o such that 5$ { 0 1 if t < 41. If A is a linear function on h
such that t (exp H) = eA(H) (H e b) and D { 01, the corresponding representation
of Q3 defined under 7rt is equivalent to IrA.
I These PROCEEDINGS, 40, 1076-1077, 1954.
2 This result has also been obtained independently by A. Borel.
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See Trans. Amn. Mlath. Soc., 75, 23'3, 1953.
It is possible to avoid this assunmptioIn, which is made here only for sinplicity.
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